January-February 2020
Living Divani welcomes 2020 with two new catalogues. "Next 2019" which shows the novelties through
evocative images and "The Uncollected Collection", entirely dedicated to the limited edition serie between art
and design, signed by Piero Lissoni. All the shots bring the spirit and the stylistic code of the artistphotographer Tommaso Sartori who, once again this year, managed to capture the soul of the brand and
make it visible in refined and suggestive images.

NEWS

NEXT 2019
Discover the images of the Next 2019 catalogue, which represent, through evocative shots taken by
Tommaso Sartori, the spirit and stylistic code of the Living Divani collection.

Discover the catalogue

THE UNCOLLECTED COLLECTION
Download the catalogue dedicated to The Uncollected Collection, the limited edition serie designed by Piero
Lissoni.

Discover the catalogue

AWARDS

Wallpaper* Design Awards 2020
We are proud to announce that Poltrona 02 won the Wallpaper* Design Awards 2020, for the Best Paint Job category.

Discover more

Islands @ 2019 Möbel des Jahres
Islands is the winner of the Möbel des Jahres 2019 award, organized by the Swiss magazine Raum und Wohnen.

Discover more

SAVE THE DATE

COEXHIBITION: TIMELESS DESIGN @ Coexistence
from November 25th 2019 to March 9th 2020
Whispered elegance, essential shapes, precious details: from November 25th 2019 to March 9th 2020, the timeless
design of Living Divani is on stage in London at Coexistence which, for over 40 years, has been a point of reference in
the British capital for the wide selection of furniture and lighting for both domestic and contract contexts. The exhibition is
accompanied, on the evening of Thursday February 13th, by the talk "Timeless Design" moderated by the interior
designer Rachael Hymas with the participation of Carola Bestetti, head of marketing and communication Living Divani
and second generation of the founding family, and the Spanish architect David Lopez Quincoces, among the designers
who are contributing to shape the brand's contemporary image.
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